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Executive Summary
The Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano (KeJ) is the only known, live submarine volcano in the Lesser
Antilles arc; it erupts on average every 10-11 years (Lindsay et al. 2005) and its activity is monitored
by The University of the West Indies, Seismic Research Centre. Its most recent 14-minute long
eruption, which was followed by about an hour of low level tremor, occurred on 2017/04/29. The
eruption was preceded by low level, low magnitude earthquakes, which began on 8th April (Figs. 1a
& 1b) and was followed by a short period of relatively high level seismicity. The eruption was felt in
northern Grenada and Martinique as an extended period of shaking. There was no surface evidence
of the occurrence of the eruption.
The pattern of activity associated with eruption episodes at the KeJ began changing with the
2001 episode. Prior to that, the eruptions would occur without instrumentally recorded precursory
earthquakes; following the first eruption, there would be a series of eruptions each lasting from a few
minutes up to about 30 minutes over a period of a few days. The volcano would then return to
quiescence until the next episode.

The 2001 KeJ volcanic episode consisted of high level,

intensifying precursory seismicity, eruptions, with some tremor followed by a rapid decay of
seismicity into quiescence (Lindsay et al. 2005). The 2015 eruption episode was similar to that of
2001 only in the high level of precursory earthquakes and rapid decay of post-eruption seismicity.
There were, however, only two eruptions, separated by approximately 24-hours, both lasting about an
hour. The 2017 eruption episode was unique; the precursory seismicity was low level; the eruption
occurred without intensification of precursory seismicity and the post-eruption seismicity was
relatively abundant, but short-lived.
The type of earthquakes seen following the 2017 eruption was different from those in 2001,
2015 and the precursory earthquakes in 2017. This difference along with the low level of precursory
2017 events may signal changes in the KeJ conduit and crater that may influence the activity seen in
the next eruption episode; a pattern similar to that prior to 2001, i.e. eruptions without precursory
seismicity, should not be ruled out.

Introduction
The UWI Seismic Research Centre has been providing seismic and volcanic service to the
Caribbean for over 60 years. Established in 1953 to serve as a volcano-monitoring agency, our
mandate has evolved such that we currently provide a national seismological and volcanological
service for contributing territories in the Eastern Caribbean, as well as support for tsunami warning
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and public education and awareness on geologic hazards. Our vision is to be the leading agency in
the Eastern Caribbean for earthquakes, volcano and tsunami monitoring and for the dissemination of
information to mitigate the negative impacts of these hazards. Our team is comprised of dedicated
professionals, committed to excellence, precision and accuracy in our work, independent thought and
inquiry in our research, and innovation, social responsibility and adaptability in our operations.
The SRC operates the largest geophysical monitoring network in the Caribbean region
generating data that are used in on-going research to provide a range of stakeholders with the
necessary tools for their short- and long-term decision-making. We responded to the call to establish
early warning systems with the installation and operation of several tsunami detection systems that
contribute to the regional network (Anglade et al. 2015).

We have also contributed to the

development of hazard assessments (Lindsay et al. 2005; Bozzoni et al. 2011) and response protocols
of the warning systems. We seek to provide contributing governments such as those of Grenada,
Barbados and St. Vincent with accurate and up-to-date information about earthquake and volcanic
activity in the Eastern Caribbean region and to actively engage in, and support, research into the
processes influencing the occurrence of earthquakes, volcanic unrest and tsunamis.

Background
Kick-‘em-Jenny (KeJ), a submarine volcano located about 8 km off the north coast of
Grenada in the Lesser Antilles island arc (Cover image), is the only known, live submarine volcano
in the Eastern Caribbean (Sigurdsson and Shepherd, 1974; Devine and Sigurdsson, 1995; Watlington
et al. 2002). Its first observed eruption, in 1939, was followed by such activity on average every 1011 years (Lindsay et al. 2005). Background seismicity between periods of volcanic unrest is virtually
absent and the eruption episode, which can consist of several eruptions over a few days, is usually
short lived and rapidly returns to quiescence. There have, however, been eruption episodes separated
by only a few months or years, which have not been considered in the quoted average. While two of
the eruptions broke the surface of the sea and some have had felt effects in northern Grenada and
Martinique, it is the instrumental recordings of T-phases that provide firm evidence of those
eruptions. T-phases are hydroacoustic waves that propagate, with minimal loss of energy, in the
Sound Fixing and Ranging (SOFAR) channel, which is a low velocity, negligible anelastic
attenuation wave guide at the depth of minimum sound velocity (Ewing et al., 1952). This allows for
long range transmission of the signals generated during a submarine eruption. The most recent KeJ
eruptions took place on 2017/04/29 and 2015/07/23 and 24, with no reported surface evidence.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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2017/04/29 Kick-‘em-Jenny Eruption Episode
The eruptive activity on 2017/04/29 is among the shortest ever recorded at the KeJ; it
consisted of one eruption, which lasted just 14-minutes, followed by tremor lasting about an hour.
The period of unrest began on 8th April with one KeJ earthquake. On the days following that first
event and prior to the eruption the daily number of earthquakes was in the range 0-2, with 16 in all
leading up to the eruption. After the eruption, there was a sharp increase in the output rate, with an
additional 84 events up to the 2nd May, after which the earthquake activity ceased (Figs. 1a and 1b).
This volcanic episode came just 21 months after an episode consisting of two weeks of high level
precursory seismicity, two hour-long eruptions on 2015/07/23 and 2015/07/24 followed by rapid
decay of post-eruption seismicity (Fig. 2; Robertson et al. 2015)
The occurrence of such submarine eruptions that do not break through the surface of the sea is
known from the T-phases that they generate. These signals are recorded by the stations closest to
KeJ, along with many seismic stations in the Eastern Caribbean and may also be recorded in Puerto
Rico and sometimes Venezuela.

Fig. 1a: Hourly and daily count of seismicity associated with the
volcanic unrest at the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano for the period
2017/04/24-05/01.
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Fig. 1b: Daily count of seismicity associated with the 2017 period of
volcanic unrest at the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano.

Fig. 2: Hourly count of seismicity associated with the 2015 period
of volcanic unrest at the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano
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The eruption was reported strongly felt in northern Grenada (MMI IV - Appendix I) and Martinique
(for 60 secs; MMI III-IV - Appendix I); very high amplitude T-phases were recorded in Montserrat.
There are different types of volcanic earthquakes associated with movement of volcanic
material within volcanic systems. The type of earthquakes seen following the 2017 eruption was
different from those that occurred before the eruption, which were of the same type as those
associated with the eruptions in 2001 and 2015. All those earthquakes were VT (volcano-tectonic)
events and the 2017 post-eruption events were hybrid events. The generating mechanism of the
different types of events is different with VT’s occurring as magma breaks surrounding rock in its
rise to the surface; in contrast, hybrids, it is thought, occur when there is breaking and some form of
fluid movement, whether actual movement within magma and/or magma degassing (Zobin 2003).
There were four stations in operation in the Grenada network during this period of volcanic
unrest and eruption, which allowed locations to be determined early in the period of unusual activity.
A total of 100 events were recorded for the entire volcanic episode with 75% being post-eruption
events; locations were determined for 57. The events were of low magnitude (Appendix II), in the
range 1.4-3.1. The event associated with the eruption was the largest at magnitude 4.0 (Fig. 5 left).
During the 2015 volcanic episode, there were only two seismic stations operational in Grenada,

Fig. 5: Epicentral plot of locatable earthquakes during the April 2017 (left) and July
2015 (right) periods of volcanic unrest at the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano

which limited our location capability (Robertson et al. 2015); the volcanic earthquakes were of low
magnitude, in the range 1.0-3.7, and were, in general, recorded only on those two Grenada stations;
_______________________________________________________________________________
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17, however, of the larger ones were recorded by stations in St. Vincent, Saint Lucia and, the largest,
in Martinique, which allowed locations to be determined.

Management of 2017 Kick-‘em-Jenny Eruption Episode
Scientific Updates
Unlike episodes with intensifying precursory volcanic seismicity when advisories were issued
as soon as it was clear that the events being seen were leading to an eruption episode and not just a
short-term elevation in the background activity, the first scientific Advisory issued, at 10:57 p.m.,
followed the eruption, which occurred on 2017/04/29 at 7:35 p.m. (Local Time), after broad,
scientific e-discussions and agreement that the recorded signal, first observed by staff at the
Montserrat Volcano Observatory, was indeed an eruption. For the 2015 eruption episode, advisories
were issued to an ever widening circulation list of stakeholders (Robertson et al. 2015). Given the
conclusion that the activity pattern observed at that time made another eruption episode in the shortterm likely and the anomalous nature of this eruption in the context of recent episodes, the circulation
list for the 2017 activity included all stakeholders from list used in the final 2015 Advisory. Updates
were data informed, initially issued twice daily and then daily. Advisory 7, the final advisory was
issued on 2017/05/05 at 10:26 a.m. (Appendix III)

Outreach Activity during and following 2017 Kick-‘em-Jenny Episode
The Education and Outreach arm of the UWI-SRC provides the bridge between the science
and societal application of improved knowledge and understanding of the geological hazards
monitored by the SRC. In this context, this section details the release of information to the general
public. Our analysis of the 2015 eruption indicated that a number of factors negatively impacted
outreach efforts: particularly, the disruption of telecommunications services with Grenada and the
need to adequately service the social media demands both contributed to the resulting high concern
and panicked reaction of communities in Barbados, Grenada and St. Vincent. In our 2015 report a
number of specific recommendations were made with respect to outreach (see Robertson et al. 2015,
recommendations 4 & 5) and these were used to guide our response during the 2017 crisis.
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Official advisories and updates
For this relatively short-lived KeJ period of unrest and eruption, as is standard practice at the
UWI-SRC in managing geological crises, scientific advisories were the first updates issued to local
and regional stakeholders. Within this time frame, it was also necessary to cater for the legitimate
interest of the general public in the activity at the KeJ and its significance in the context of their daily
routine. In an effort to minimize public misinformation, as was the experience during the early
stages of the 2015 KeJ episode, it was decided that the UWI-SRC would re-issue press releases that
were sent out by NaDMA Grenada (Table 1).

In addition, an SRC-led online campaign was

launched; the messages and themes were clearly identified and were based on queries received via
Facebook and concerns that had been raised in 2015. Timing of these was also carefully planned.
Information on KeJ activity was led by NaDMA. This strategy sought to ensure consistent messages
from official sources, instead of conflicting ones. It was considered important for NaDMA to take
the lead in issuing releases, which should assure the local Grenadian population that the situation was
well in control by local agencies and no information was being hidden.

Table 1: Details of Press Releases issued by the UWI-SRC
DATE

ACTIVITY

2017/04/29

Advisory #1 - NaDMA MONITORS "INCREASED ACTIVITIES" ALERT AT
KICK-‘EM-JENNY

2017/05/03

Advisory #2 - NaDMA MONITORS "INCREASED ACTIVITIES" ALERT AT
KICK-‘EM-JENNY

2017/05/05

Reduced activity at Kick-'em-Jenny Volcano

Social Media
Table 2 below summarizes the activity from the UWI-SRC Facebook page and gives the
number of persons that directly viewed each post. The releases were shared on the UWI-SRC’s
Facebook page and a link was tweeted to our followers. As part of the social media policy, it was
decided to run a ‘Did You Know’ campaign, for which it was necessary to design KeJ-centric
infographics for posting. The aims of the graphic were to dispel any rumours or myths associated
with the volcano and to inform the general public about the associated hazards and safety procedures.
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Facebook
Table 2: Details of Facebook posts issued by the UWI-SRC
Post

Date

Time
(Local)

No. of
People
Reached

Likes

Shares

Comments

NaDMA monitors
“Increased Activities” alert
at KeJ (Press Release:
Appendix IV)

2017/04/30

10:02 a.m.

66,851

126

483

14

There is currently NO
tsunami watch (Website
Link)

2017/04/30

10:09 a.m.

43,065

153

327

11

Advisory 2: NaDMA
monitors….(Press
Release)

2017/05/01

12:00 p.m.

26.750

114

220

14

‘Did you Know’ Infographic
1 (Appendix V)

2017/05/03

10:16 a.m.

16,561

68

131

3

‘Did you Know’ Infographic
2 (Appendix V)

2017/05/04

5:04 p.m.

5,876

43

47

0

Final Post (Website Link)

2017/05/05

2:49 p.m.

8,494

68

57

10

Overall page interaction and engagement
As the infographics show, there was a spike in overall likes of the SRC page during the period
29th April – 6th May following which there was a gradual return to normal levels of activity. The
overall Reach during this period was approximately 60,000 followers (Figs. 6 & 7).
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Fig. 6: Net likes shows the number of new likes minus the number of unlikes
(analysis and infographic from Facebook Insights, which accounts for the less
than sharp labelling).

Fig. 7: Number of people to whom our posts were served (analysis and
infographic from Twitter Analytics, which accounts for the less than sharp
labelling).

The main questions asked or issues raised were:
- Threat of a tsunami
- Exclusion zone parameters
- Possible eruption scenarios and associated hazards
_______________________________________________________________________________
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Twitter
The advisories were not shared on this platform. The following tweets were posted and
retweets are listed below.
Table 3: Twitter activity

Tweet

Number of times retweeted

‘Did you Know’ Infographic 1 (Appendix IV)

56

“Did you Know’ Infographic 2 (Appendix IV)

18

Reduced Activity

6

Fig. 8: Infographics showing impressions and retweets during 2017/04/29-05/06
(analysis and diagram from Twitter Analytics, which accounts for the less than sharp
labelling).
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Website
All advisories were posted on the SRC’s website. The Kick-‘em-Jenny FAQ was also edited
during this time and shared on our social media platforms.

Fig. 9: SRC Website, http://uwiseismic.com, posts

Concerns/Issues
In seeking to build on the insights gained during the 2015 KeJ Eruption episode, the need for
timely dissemination of accurate information regarding the occurrence of events of public concern
was recognised and every effort was made to achieve this. As such, the ‘Did You Know’ campaign
was used here as a quick and easy method of getting information to the wider public. Timely
information dissemination during periods of heightened public interest is an area that we will
continue to prioritise and strengthen. Although this 2017 KeJ Eruption episode event was short-lived
in comparison to the 2015 episode the public appeared to follow its development without becoming
panicked; interest, however, faded fairly quickly with less likes, comments and shares being noted as
the episode progressed.
There appeared to be some confusion regarding the alert levels and actions to be taken. There
is need to review and revise the alert level table, determine whether it is an internal (SRC to NDO)
tool or public tool and how it can be used and more effectively communicated.
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Recommendations
1. To cater for rapid onset, short-lived events relevant information packages need to be
available as soon as possible for rapid dissemination on all media platforms. Work should
be undertaken to create a stock of infographics with material appropriate for all expected
events.
2. There also appears to be a need to target the marine community for future outreach
campaigns.
3. Based on Facebook feedback, there needs to be sustained education on KeJ and tsunamis,
in Barbados, as residents there continue to be the most concerned (or at least voice their
concern).

Discussion
Prior to 2001, KeJ eruption episodes appear to have occurred without associated precursory
volcanic earthquakes. Of course, until 2001, our closest station, GRW, located on Mt. St. Catherine
in Grenada, is 15 km south of KeJ, and it might be argued that it is too distant to record any very low
magnitude events there might have been. However, low level volcanic tremor that preceded the 1990
eruption was recorded by that same station, GRW (Fig. 3), and the assertion that precursory

Fig. 3: Seismogram showing recordings of the 1990/03/26-27 eruptions of the Kick‘em-Jenny volcano at station GRW, which is located 15 km south on Mt. St.
Catherine, Grenada. There were also eruptions on 1990/03/25 and 1990/03/26 in this
episode. Each line represents 15 minutes of recording.

volcanic earthquakes were first associated with the eruption episode of 2001 seems reasonable and
their occurrence indicated a significant change in the pattern of activity at KeJ.
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Since 2001, the pattern of activity being observed at the KeJ during unrest periods is
continually changing.

Although such precursory volcanic events were again seen in the 2015

episode, here too the overall activity pattern differed from the 2001 episode (Fig. 4). Like that
previous episode, the precursory volcanic seismicity was abundant, however, while there were only
two actual eruptions, separated by about 18 hours of high level volcanic earthquakes, each eruption
lasted about an hour, with the episode rapidly subsiding after the second eruption (Fig. 2). Other
episodes consisted of several eruptions quickly following the first, along with other extended signals,
including volcanic tremor (Fig. 3). Those eruptions, however, lasted minutes, some as long as about
30 minutes.

Fig. 4: Seismogram showing recordings of the 2001/12/04-05 eruptions of the Kick‘em-Jenny volcano at station GRW, which is located 15 km south on Mt. St.
Catherine, Grenada. Each line represents 15 minutes of recording.

This may be indicative of important changes in the volcanic system. The occurrence of
eruptions, prior to 2001, without obvious symptoms may be interpreted to indicate a clear conduit
allowing molten material to freely rise. The 2001 VT swarm preceding the eruptions suggest a
change in the system that made it necessary for the rising magma to break a path in its ascent. The
2015 precursory VT’s also suggest magma rising through a somewhat restricted channel. The low
level VT’s prior to the 2017/04/29 eruption may indicate that the new channel that began to be
opened, or the old channel that needed to be widened, to accommodate the volume of magma rising
in 2001 and 2015 is now clear. Certainly, the occurrence of the hour long period of tremor and
hybrid events following the eruption is an important signal. Just what it means is uncertain at this
time; there is some speculation that a dome might have been emplaced in the KeJ crater as has been
found associated with such observations at other volcanoes ((Zobin 2003). Results from a recent
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survey conducted, on 8th May, 2017 as a side activity to the VoiLA project1 might provide some
insight; until then it remains speculation. The activity level in the 2015 and 2017 eruption episodes
together may now equal that seen in previous episodes. The two hour-long 2015 eruptions may also
indicate a more open, wider conduit, which might mean a return to eruption episodes without
precursory volcanic earthquakes.
We will continue to monitor and advise should there be important changes in the activity.

1

Volatile recycling at the Lesser Antilles arc: Processes and Consequences project: Collaboration with British Universities.
Principal Investigator, Jon Davidson (Durham University)To understand the distribution of hydration on the incoming plate, in particular the
role of fracture zones and oceanic core complexes
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APPENDIX I
The Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (Wood and Neumann, 1931).
I

Not felt - or, except rarely under especially favourable circumstances. Under certain conditions, at and
outside the boundary of the area in which a great shock is felt: sometimes birds, animals, reported uneasy
or disturbed; sometimes dizziness or nausea experienced; sometimes trees, structures, liquids, bodies of
water, may sway - doors may swing, very slowly.

II

Felt indoors by few, especially on upper floors, or by sensitive, or nervous persons. Also, as in grade I,
but often more noticeably: sometimes hanging objects may swing, especially when delicately suspended;
sometimes trees, structures, liquids, bodies of water, may sway, doors may swing, very slowly;
sometimes birds, animals, reported uneasy or disturbed; sometimes dizziness or nausea experienced.

III

Felt indoors by several, motion usually rapid vibration. Sometimes not recognized to be an earthquake at
first. Duration estimated in some cases. Vibration like that due to passing of light, or lightly loaded
trucks, or heavy trucks some distance away. Hanging objects may swing slightly. Movements may be
appreciable on upper levels of tall structures. Rocked standing motor cars slightly.

IV

Felt indoors by many, outdoors by few. Awakened few, especially light sleepers. Frightened no one,
unless apprehensive from previous experience. Vibration like that due to passing of heavy or heavily
loaded trucks. Sensation like heavy body striking building or falling of heavy objects inside. Rattling of
dishes, windows, doors; glassware and crockery clink and clash. Creaking of walls, frame, especially in
the upper range of this grade. Hanging objects swung, in numerous instances. Disturbed liquids in open
vessels slightly. Rocked standing motor cars noticeably.

V

Felt indoors by practically all, outdoors by many or most: outdoors direction estimated. Awakened
many, or most. Frightened few - slight excitement, a few ran outdoors. Buildings trembled throughout.
Broke dishes, glassware, to some extent. Cracked windows - in some cases, but not generally.
Overturned vases, small or unstable objects, in many instances, with occasional fall. Hanging objects
doors swing generally or considerably. Knocked pictures against walls, or swung them out of place.
Opened, or closed doors, shutters, abruptly. Pendulum clocks stopped, started, or ran fast, or slow.
Moved small objects, furnishings, the latter to slight extent. Spilled liquids in small amounts from wellfilled open containers. Trees, bushes shaken slightly.

VI

Felt by all, indoors and outdoors. Frightened many, excitement general, some alarm, many ran outdoors.
Awakened all. Persons made to move unsteadily. Trees, bushes, shaken slightly to moderately. Liquid
set in strong motion. Small bells rang - church, chapel, school, etc. Damage slight in poorly built
buildings. Fall of plaster in small amount. Cracked plaster somewhat, especially fine cracks, chimneys
in some instances. Moved furnishings of moderately heavy kind.

VII

Frightened all - general alarm, all ran outdoors. Some, or many, found it difficult to stand. Noticed by
persons driving motor cars. Trees and bushes shaken moderately to strongly. Waves on ponds, lakes,
and running water. Water turbid from mud stirred up. Incaving to some extent of sand or gravel stream
banks. Rang large church bells, etc. Suspended objects made to quiver. l Damage negligible in
buildings of good design and construction, slight to moderate in well-built ordinary buildings,
considerable in poorly built or badly designed buildings, adobe houses, old walls (especially where laid
up without mortar), spires, etc. Cracked chimneys to considerable extent, walls to some extent. Fall of
plaster in considerable to large amount, also some stucco. Broke numerous windows, furniture to some
extent. Fall of cornices from towers and high buildings. Dislodged bricks and stones. Overturned heavy
furniture, with damage from breaking. Damage considerable to concrete irrigation ditches.
_______________________________________________________________________________
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VIII

Fright general - alarm approaches panic. Disturbed persons driving motor cars. Trees shaken strongly branches, trunks, broken off, especially palm trees. Ejected sand and mud in small amounts. Changes:
temporary, permanent; in flow of springs and wells; dry wells renewed flow; in temperature of spring
and well waters. Damage slight in structures (brick) built especially to withstand earthquakes.
Considerable in ordinary substantial buildings, partial collapse: racked, tumbled down, wooden houses in
some cases; threw out panel walls in frame structures, broke off decayed piling. Fall of walls. Cracked,
broke solid stone walls seriously. Wet ground to some extent, also ground on steep slopes. Twisting,
fall, of chimneys, columns, monuments, also factory stacks, towers. Moved conspicuously, overturned,
very heavy furniture.

IX

Panic general. Cracked ground conspicuously. Damage considerable in (masonry) structures built
especially to withstand earthquakes: threw out of plumb some wood-frame houses built especially to
withstand earthquakes; great in substantial (masonry) buildings, some collapse in large part; or wholly
shifted frame buildings off foundations, racked frames; serious to reservoirs; underground pipes
sometimes broken.

X

Cracked ground, especially when loose and wet, up to widths of several inches; fissures up to a yard in
width ran parallel to canal and stream banks. Landslides considerable from river banks and steep coasts.
Shifted sand and mud horizontally on beaches and flat land. Changed level of water in wells. Threw
water on banks of canals, lakes, rivers, etc. Damage serious to dams, dykes, embankments. Severe to
well-built wooden structures and bridges, some destroyed. Developed dangerous cracks in excellent
brick walls. Destroyed most masonry and frame structures, also their foundations. Bent railroad rails
slightly. Tore apart, or crushed endwise, pipe lines buried in earth. Open cracks and broad wavy folds in
cement pavements and asphalt road surfaces.

XI

Disturbances in ground many and widespread, varying with found material. Broad fissures, earth
slumps, and land slips in soft wet ground. Ejected water in large amounts charged with sand and mud.
Caused sea-waves ("tidal" waves) of significant magnitude. Damage severe to wood-frame structures,
especially near shock centres. Great to dams, dykes, embankments often for long distances. Few, if any
(masonry) structures remained standing. Destroyed large well-built bridges by the wrecking of
supporting piers, or pillars. Affected yielding wooden bridges less. Bent railroad rails greatly, and thrust
them endwise. Put pipe lines buried in earth completely out of service.

XII

Damage total - practically all works of construction damaged greatly or destroyed. Disturbances in
ground great and varied, numerous shearing cracks. Landslides, falls of rock of significant character,
slumping of river banks, etc., numerous and extensive. Wrenched loose, tore off, large rock masses.
Fault slips in firm rock. with notable horizontal and vertical offset displacements. Water channels,
surface and underground, disturbed and modified greatly. Dammed lakes, produced waterfalls, deflected
rivers, etc. Waves seen on ground surfaces (actually seen, probably, in some cases). Distorted lines of
sight and level. Threw objects upward into the air.
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APPENDIX II
Magnitude Scales
Short History
C.F. Richter first used magnitudes in 1935. He was studying southern California earthquakes,
which occur at shallow depth, usually less than 10 km, and quantified the energy generated at the source
of the events by local magnitude, ML, in terms of the log of the maximum, recorded trace amplitude, in
microns, by a Wood-Anderson torsion seismograph with the following specified constants:
free period = 0.8 sec
max. magnification = 2800
damping factor = 0.8
epicentral distance = 100 km
(Båth, 1973).
Gutenberg and Richter (1944) expanded on Richter's work and used recordings made by other
instruments in magnitude determination. They defined m b , body-wave magnitude, as:
M = log 10 a/T +  ( ∆,h ) + Cs + Cr
where M = magnitude
a = trace amplitude in microns
T = wave period
∆ = epicentral distance (degrees)
h = focal depth (km)
Cs= station correction
Cr= regional correction
Recorders have an upper bound beyond which increases in magnitude cannot be discriminated. This
phenomenon is called saturation. To overcome this limitation different scales were defined using
different waves. The surface wave magnitude, MS makes use of surface waves in the period range 20 ± 
2 sec.
The three scales do not agree with each other but relations between them have been deduced:
mb = 1.7 + 0.8 ML - 0.01 ML2
mb = 0.56 MS + 2.9
Duration Magnitude
The Seismic Research Centre uses a duration magnitude, Mt, which was derived to be consistent
with body-wave magnitude, mb, (Shepherd & Aspinall, 1983). It is defined as:
Mt = -0.705 + 2.073 log10 τ + 0.0018R
where τ is signal duration in seconds and R is hypocentral distance in km.
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APPENDIX III
Email trail of advisories issued following the 2017/04/29 KeJ eruption.
From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Friday, 05 May 2017 10:27 AM
To: 'Kemron Dufont'; 'Samantha Dickson'; 'nadma@spiceisle.com'
Cc: 'seismictech@uwiseismic.com'; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; 'richie.robertson@gmail.com'; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; 'chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com'; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk'; 'Roderick
Stewart'; 'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria Grosvenor'; 'Liz
Riley'; 'Howie Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds'; 'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Adam
Stinton'; 'Michal Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson'; 'Carl Herbert'; 'odpnevis@yahoo.com';
'dale_destin@yahoo.com'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'Philmore Mullin'; 'perrypeets@gmail.com'; 'nemaskb@thecable.net';
'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'Cecil Shillingford'; 'davewilliams@mns.gov.tt';
'ttweather1@gmail.com'; 'Director NEMO/SLU'; 'Dr. Valerie Clouard'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'rccuser@cdema.org';
'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore'; 'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; 'ctic@unesco.org'; 'Victor Huerfano';
'Lizzette A Rodriguez Iglesias'; 'carazzo@ipgp.fr'; 'saurel@ipgp.fr'; 'dessert@ipgp.fr'; 'clouard@ipgp.fr';
'christa.vonh@noaa.gov'; 'Eric Mackie'; 'Jenny Collier'; 'Kemron Dufont'; 'rosejr71@gmail.com';
'odm@dominica.gov.dm'; 'pascalf2@dominica.gov.dm'; 'vdap@usgs.gov'
Subject: RE: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest update (Advisory 7)

Dear Mr. Dufont and Ms Dickson,
During the period 00:20 a.m. on 2nd May and 10:00 a.m. today, 5th May, there have
been no volcanic earthquakes associated with the Kick-‘em-Jenny (KeJ) volcano. This
episode appears to be over. However, as noted in previous updates, the pattern of
behaviour at the KeJ volcano has been changing and another episode of activity in the
short-term should not be ruled out. We will update should the activity change. This
will be the last Advisory in this episode.
Kind regards,

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist

Recipient of The UWI Vice Chancellor's Award for Excellence (2013)
Email: mailto: j_latchman@uwiseismic.com | jllatchman@gmail.com
Skype: joan.latchman | Website: http://uwiseismic.com
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago | Tel: +1 868-662-4659

_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.
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From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Tuesday, 02 May 2017 03:28 PM
To: 'Joan L. Latchman'; 'Terence Walters'; 'Samantha Dickson'
Cc: 'seismictech@uwiseismic.com'; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; 'richie.robertson@gmail.com'; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; 'chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com'; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk'; 'Roderick
Stewart'; 'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria Grosvenor'; 'Liz
Riley'; 'Howie Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds'; 'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Adam
Stinton'; 'Michal Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson'; 'Carl Herbert'; 'odpnevis@yahoo.com';
'dale_destin@yahoo.com'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'Philmore Mullin'; 'perrypeets@gmail.com'; 'nemaskb@thecable.net';
'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'Cecil Shillingford'; 'davewilliams@mns.gov.tt';
'ttweather1@gmail.com'; 'Director NEMO/SLU'; 'Dr. Valerie Clouard'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'rccuser@cdema.org';
'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore'; 'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; 'ctic@unesco.org'; 'Victor Huerfano';
'Lizzette A Rodriguez Iglesias'; 'carazzo@ipgp.fr'; 'saurel@ipgp.fr'; 'dessert@ipgp.fr'; 'clouard@ipgp.fr';
'christa.vonh@noaa.gov'; 'Eric Mackie'; 'Jenny Collier'; 'Kemron Dufont'; 'rosejr71@gmail.com';
'odm@dominica.gov.dm'; 'pascalf2@dominica.gov.dm'; 'vdap@usgs.gov'
Subject: RE: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest update (Advisory 5)

Dear Mr. Walters and Ms Dickson,
During the period 10:41 a.m. on 1st May - 00:20 a.m. on 2nd May, the activity rate
associated with the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano has persisted at about the same level
being seen since the eruption of 29th April, with 40 volcanic earthquakes recorded.
The largest magnitude event at 4.0, so far, was associated with the eruption. The
events currently being seen are in the magnitude range 1.5-2.4. It should be noted
that there is nothing to indicate, at this stage, that this volcanic episode is waning.
We will continue to monitor and update as the activity warrants.
Kind regards,

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist

Recipient of The UWI Vice Chancellor's Award for Excellence (2013)
Email: mailto: j_latchman@uwiseismic.com | jllatchman@gmail.com
Skype: joan.latchman | Website: http://uwiseismic.com
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago | Tel: +1 868-662-4659

_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.
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From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Monday, 01 May 2017 02:49 PM
To: 'Terence Walters'; 'Samantha Dickson'
Cc: 'seismictech@uwiseismic.com'; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; 'richie.robertson@gmail.com'; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; 'chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com'; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk'; 'Roderick
Stewart'; 'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria Grosvenor'; 'Liz
Riley'; 'Howie Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds'; 'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Adam
Stinton'; 'Michal Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson'; 'Carl Herbert'; 'odpnevis@yahoo.com';
'dale_destin@yahoo.com'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'Philmore Mullin'; 'perrypeets@gmail.com'; 'nemaskb@thecable.net';
'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'Cecil Shillingford'; 'davewilliams@mns.gov.tt';
'ttweather1@gmail.com'; 'Director NEMO/SLU'; 'Dr. Valerie Clouard'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'rccuser@cdema.org';
'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore'; 'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; 'ctic@unesco.org'; 'Victor Huerfano';
'Lizzette A Rodriguez Iglesias'; 'carazzo@ipgp.fr'; 'saurel@ipgp.fr'; 'dessert@ipgp.fr'; 'clouard@ipgp.fr';
'christa.vonh@noaa.gov'; 'Eric Mackie'; 'Jenny Collier'; 'Kemron Dufont'; 'rosejr71@gmail.com';
'odm@dominica.gov.dm'; 'pascalf2@dominica.gov.dm'
Subject: RE: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest update (Advisory 4)

Dear Mr. Walters and Ms Dickson,
During the period 5:45 p.m. on 30th April to 10:41 a.m. on 1st May, the activity rate
has remained virtually the same with 43 mostly low magnitude (in the range 1.5-2.3)
volcanic earthquakes associated with this unrest episode at the Kick-‘em-Jenny
volcano. There were a few larger events with the largest at magnitude 3.0. We will
continue to monitor and update as the activity warrants.
Kind regards,

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist

Recipient of The UWI Vice Chancellor's Award for Excellence (2013)
Email: mailto: j_latchman@uwiseismic.com | jllatchman@gmail.com
Skype: joan.latchman | Website: http://uwiseismic.com
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago | Tel: +1 868-662-4659

_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.

From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Sunday, 30 April 2017 06:02 PM
To: 'Joan L. Latchman'; 'Terence Walters'; 'Samantha Dickson'
Cc: seismictech@uwiseismic.com; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; richie.robertson@gmail.com; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
_______________________________________________________________________________
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'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; Frederic; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards'; graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk;
'Roderick Stewart'; 'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria
Grosvenor'; 'Liz Riley'; 'Howie Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds'; 'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy
Smith'; 'Adam Stinton'; 'Michal Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson'; 'Carl Herbert';
odpnevis@yahoo.com; dale_destin@yahoo.com; 'Billy Darroux'; 'Philmore Mullin'; perrypeets@gmail.com;
nemaskb@thecable.net; 'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'Cecil Shillingford';
davewilliams@mns.gov.tt; ttweather1@gmail.com; 'Director NEMO/SLU'; Dr. Valerie Clouard; Billy Darroux;
rccuser@cdema.org; 'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore'; 'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; ctic@unesco.org;
'Victor Huerfano'; 'Lizzette A Rodriguez Iglesias'; carazzo@ipgp.fr; saurel@ipgp.fr; dessert@ipgp.fr;
clouard@ipgp.fr; christa.vonh@noaa.gov; 'Eric Mackie'; 'Jenny Collier'; 'Kemron Dufont'; rosejr71@gmail.com;
odm@dominica.gov.dm; pascalf2@dominica.gov.dm
Subject: RE: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest update (Advisory 3)

Dear Mr. Walters and Ms Dickson,
Since the eruption of the 29th, activity associated with the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano
continues with small volcanic earthquakes about 2-3 every hour giving about 18
between 09:30 a.m. and 05:45 p.m. on 30th April. We will continue to monitor and
update as the activity warrants.
Kind regards

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist

Recipient of The UWI Vice Chancellor's Award for Excellence (2013)
Email: mailto: j_latchman@uwiseismic.com | jllatchman@gmail.com
Skype: joan.latchman | Website: http://uwiseismic.com
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago | Tel: +1 868-662-4659

_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.

From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Sunday, 30 April 2017 10:27 AM
To: 'Terence Walters'; 'Samantha Dickson'
Cc: 'seismictech@uwiseismic.com'; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; 'richie.robertson@gmail.com'; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; 'chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com'; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; 'frederic dondin'; Frederic; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards';
'graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk '; 'Roderick Stewart'; Lt. Col. Dave Williams (dabo69@hotmail.com);
'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria Grosvenor'; 'Liz Riley'; 'Howie
Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds'; 'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Adam Stinton'; 'Michal
Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson'; 'nods@antigua.gov.ag'; 'Carl Herbert'; 'odpnevis@yahoo.com';
'dale_destin@yahoo.com'; 'Billy Darroux'; 'Philmore Mullin'; 'perrypeets@gmail.com'; 'nemaskb@thecable.net';
'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards'; 'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'doncorriette@yahoo.co.uk';
_______________________________________________________________________________
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'director@tema365.net'; 'ttweather1@gmail.com'; 'Director NEMO/SLU'; Dr. Valerie Clouard; Billy Darroux;
'rccuser@cdema.org'; 'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore'; 'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; 'Alison Brome';
'ctic@unesco.org'; 'Victor Huerfano'; 'Lizzette A Rodriguez Iglesias'; 'carazzo@ipgp.fr'; 'saurel@ipgp.fr';
'dessert@ipgp.fr'; 'clouard@ipgp.fr'; 'christa.vonh@noaa.gov'; 'Kemron Dufont'
Subject: RE: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest correction and update (Advisory 2)

Dear Mr. Walters and Ms Dickson,
The eruption signals from the Kick-em-Jenny volcano (KeJ) recorded on our Grenada
stations last evening, 29th April, began at 07:34 came in three pulses and lasted for 15
minutes. We have felt reports that suggest that the eruption was felt in northern
Grenada. There is the possibility that there followed an hour long period of volcanic
tremor, but this is still being assessed. As you are aware, volcanic episodes at KeJ,
since 1939, usually consist of several eruptions lasting over several days before
returning to repose; therefore, further eruptions should be expected in this episode.
We would remind, however, that the volcanic unrest episodes since 2001 have
manifested a pattern somewhat different from those recorded previously and a
change in the pattern of behaviour, possibly being more extended than previously
known, should not be discounted.
While not encouraging wholesale hunting, it would be useful for those in coastal areas
to be on the lookout for unusual material that might be ejecta from last evening’s
eruption. We will continue to monitor and update as activity warrants.
Kind regards,

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist
_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.

From: Joan L. Latchman [mailto:j_latchman@uwiseismic.com]
Sent: Saturday, 29 April 2017 10:57 PM
To: 'Terence Walters'; 'Samantha Dickson'
Cc: 'seismictech@uwiseismic.com'; 'Richie_uwiseismic'; 'richie.robertson@gmail.com'; 'Clevon Ash';
'Lloyd_uwiseismic'; 'chan_ramsingh@uwiseismic.com'; 'Dixie Ann Persad'; 'Jacinta Seemungal'; 'Nisha Nath';
'ian juman'; 'SRC - Elec Tech'; 'frederic dondin'; Frederic; 'Erouscilla Joseph'; 'Stacey Edwards';
'graham_ryan@yahoo.co.uk '; 'Roderick Stewart'; 'Daniel_uwiseismic'; 'Rod Stewart'; 'Thomas Christopher';
'Paddy Smith'; 'Andria Grosvenor'; 'Liz Riley'; 'Howie Prince'; 'Michelle Forbes2'; 'Kemron Alex'; 'Kerry Hinds';
'Karen Pascal'; 'Paddy Smith'; 'Adam Stinton'; 'Michal Camejo'; 'Omari Graham'; 'VivekaJackson';
'nods@antigua.gov.ag'; 'Carl Herbert'; 'odpnevis@yahoo.com'; 'dale_destin@yahoo.com'; 'Billy Darroux';
'Philmore Mullin'; 'perrypeets@gmail.com'; 'nemaskb@thecable.net'; 'Alia Juman'; 'Stacey Edwards';
'Debbie_R'; 'Mandela Christian'; 'doncorriette@yahoo.co.uk'; 'director@tema365.net'; 'ttweather1@gmail.com';
'Director NEMO/SLU'; Dr. Valerie Clouard; Billy Darroux; 'rccuser@cdema.org'; 'temaeoc'; 'Paul Whitmore';
'Charles Mccreery'; 'Bernardo Aliaga'; 'Alison Brome'; 'ctic@unesco.org'; 'Victor Huerfano'; 'Lizzette A
Rodriguez Iglesias'; 'carazzo@ipgp.fr'; 'saurel@ipgp.fr'; 'dessert@ipgp.fr'; 'clouard@ipgp.fr';
'christa.vonh@noaa.gov'
Subject: Kick-'em-Jenny Unrest (Advisory 1)

Dear Mr. Walters and Ms Dickson,
_______________________________________________________________________________
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This evening, 29th April, at about 07:35 p.m. (Local Time), we recorded a high
amplitude signal, lasting about 25 seconds, on one of the Grenada stations. The signal
was also recorded on a station in Montserrat. This signal follows an increase in the
number of background events associated with the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano, with one
or two events being recorded every one or few days beginning early in April. You may
recall at the time of the last eruptions in July 2015 we noted that the scale of the
eruption episodes observed at that time appeared somewhat lower level than the
precursory seismicity appeared to signal and suggested that the next eruption
episodes at the volcano might occur within a shorter time frame than the usual
average 10-11 years. In light of the current observations and the 2015 activity, you
may want to consider increasing the Alert Level at the volcano and ensure that the
exclusion zone around the volcano be strictly enforced. We will continue to monitor
and advise as the activity warrants.
Kind regards,

__________________________________________
Joan L. Latchman B.Sc (Hons), M.Phil., Ph.D.| Senior Research Fellow, Seismologist

Recipient of The UWI Vice Chancellor's Award for Excellence (2013)
Email: mailto: j_latchman@uwiseismic.com | jllatchman@gmail.com
Skype: joan.latchman | Website: http://uwiseismic.com
St. Augustine, Trinidad & Tobago | Tel: +1 868-662-4659

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
The information contained in this e-mail may be confidential and/or legally privileged. It has been for the sole use of the intended recipient. If you
are not the intended recipient, please immediately contact the sender and delete the message from your system.
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APPENDIX IV
Press Releases from NaDMA posted on the SRC Website

NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (NaDMA)
PRESS RELEASE

NaDMA MONITORS "INCREASED ACTIVITIES" ALERT
AT KICK EM JENNY
St. George’s Grenada, Saturday 29th April, 2017:
2017 The National Disaster Management Agency (NaDMA) continues
to collaborate with the Seismic Research Centre (SRC), University of the West Indies to monitor activities at
the Kick em’ Jenny under water Volcano.
NaDMA has been advised of increased activities. The UWI/SRC recorded a high amplitude signal, lasting about 25
seconds, on one of the Grenada stations. The signal was also recorded on a station in Montserrat. This signal follows an
increase in the number of background events associated with the Kick-‘em-Jenny volcano.
Persons from the St. Patrick’s area have reported feeling the quake.
In light of the ongoing we are advising all sea users that the 5km (3.1 miles) exclusion zone of Kick ‘em Jenny be strictly
observed. The SRC has advised that heightened alert is necessary for the exclusion zone.
The general population is reminded that the official advisories on this matter, and all other disaster related matters will
come directly from the National Disaster Management Agency (NaDMA).
The population can rest assured that SRC continues to monitor the system and NaDMA NaDMA will continue to liaise
with SRC and provide updates.

Ruth JacobJacob-Roberts
Senior Information Officer /PR - NaDMA
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NATIONAL DISASTER MANAGEMENT AGENCY (NaDMA)
PRESS RELEASE

NaDMA MONITORS "INCREASED ACTIVITIES" ALERT
AT KICK EM JENNY

St. George’s Grenada, Saturday 03rd May, 2017
St. George’s Grenada, Sunday 30th April, 2017: The National Disaster Management Agency (NaDMA) continues to
collaborate with the Seismic Research Centre (SRC), University of the West Indies to monitor activities at the Kick em’
Jenny under water Volcano.
NaDMA was advised of increased activities yesterday. There have also been a number of felt reports. Volcanic episodes at
Kick em’ Jenny, since 1939, usually consist of several eruptions lasting over several days before returning to repose;
therefore, further eruptions should be expected in this episode. It would be useful for those in coastal areas to be on the
lookout for unusual material that might be ejected from last evening’s eruption. SRC will continue to monitor and update as
activity warrants.
The alert level is YELLOW. The YELLOW alert level means that vessels should observe a 1.5 km/0.93 mile exclusion
zone. However, as a precautionary measure, the marine community is advised to continue observing the 5 km/3.1 mile
exclusion zone. The SRC has advised that heightened alert is necessary for the exclusion zone.
The general population is reminded that the official advisories on this matter, and all other disaster related matters will
come directly from the National Disaster Management Agency.
NaDMA wishes to remind the general public about the responsible use of social media.
The population can rest assured that SRC continues to monitor the system and NaDMA will continue to liaise with SRC
and provide update

Ruth JacobJacob-Roberts
Senior Information Officer /PR - NaDMA
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APPENDIX V
Infographics prepared for the general public and posted on our Social Media to promote
understanding of the KeJ volcano

Fig. 10: Did You Know? Infographic 1 published on 2017/05/03

Fig. 11: Did You Know? Infographic 2 published on 2017/05/04
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